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Background and motivation

• ~ 1.2 million pedestrians die and 50 million get
injured annually in road collisions [1]
• 69% of fatal collisions in Toronto from 2006 to 2019
involved a vulnerable road user (VRU): 56%
pedestrians, 5% cyclists [2]
• Truck crashes are more severe than other vehicle
crashes
• Pedestrians are 2 to 4 times more likely to be severely
injured or die in truck collisions [3]
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Literature findings: Truck‐VRU
crashes
• Location‐related factors: more crashes in residential
and urban areas
• Infrastructure‐related factors: intersections, smaller
number of lanes, higher road speed
• Vehicle‐related factors: blind spots, lack of blind spot
mirrors, improper use and adjustment
• Driver‐related factors: drowsiness, fatigue,
distractions, aggressiveness
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Literature review: Latent hazard anticipation
• Strongest predictor for truck crashes is driver error,
caused by recognition, decision errors (e.g risk
perception, etc.) or distractions [4]
• Hazard anticipation:
• awareness of traffic risks and threats to safety,
• visual search to detect elements contributing to
unsafe situations,
• predicting latent/hidden hazards, and
• responding accordingly to avoid conflicts
• Latent hazards: potential threats, not explicitly
materialized yet
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Literature review: Truck driver training
•
•
•
•
•

“Current Canadian truck driver training standards are inadequate” [5]
No preparation to drive in certain settings [5]
Recommendation: more behind‐the‐wheel training [5]
Overall positive opinions on simulator‐based training [6]
Suggestions:
• better implementation of the program (“serious training tool”)
• more realistic driving environment [6]
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Research plan
Aim: inform the development of hazard anticipation training and
testing procedures for enhancing the safety of truck‐VRU
interactions, using:
1.

Truck simulator
• quarter cab heavy truck miniSim developed by the University of
Iowa National Advanced Driving Simulator (NADS)
• High reality and validity

2.

Eye‐tracking glasses
• Examine whether participants perform necessary checks
• Effect of in‐vehicle distraction on truck drivers’ latent hazard
anticipation skills
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Research plan: summary of tasks

1. Online interviews

4. Analyze results

2. Create simulator scenarios

5. Training & testing modules

3. Test drivers’ skills
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6. Validate training module

Research plan: Expected contributions
• The first study on truck driver’s VRU‐related latent hazard anticipation skills
• Suggestion of a training and testing procedure for improving latent hazard
anticipation skills
• Expected results: truck drivers have enhanced anticipation skills and VRU
safety is significantly improved
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Key Takeaways
• Truck crashes with VRUs is a serious problem
• Driver recognition and decision errors and distractions are main reasons for truck crashes
• Truck driver training standards in Canada are inadequate
Improving hazard anticipation skills of truck drivers
Proposing hazard anticipation training and testing procedures
Using truck simulator and eye tracking equipment
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Thank you!
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Literature gaps
• Most of the literature is based on the analysis of crash data and driving records
o sample sizes are small,
o information is relatively limited,
o do not allow for a comprehensive study of hazard anticipation failures of drivers.
• Lack in studies examining truck driver’s ability to anticipate VRUs related hazards
• The effect of latent hazard anticipation training on truck drivers and VRU safety
• The effect of distraction engagement on VRU‐related latent hazard anticipation skills
BD6
of truck drivers
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What about other driver states? Do you not want to highlight those here?
Birsen Donmez, 11/23/2020

